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aBstraCt

This paper describes a ‘follow the thing’ methodology as applied to an ethnogra-
phy of entanglements. This methodology allowed for a materially and politically 
nuanced understanding of Antioquia, Colombia’s response to mercury pollution. 
This pollution primarily originates from the Artisanal and Small-Scale Gold 
Mining (ASGM) industry where mercury is employed in the gold extraction 
process. In following the mercury, the authors experiment with an ethnography 
of entanglements. The paper discusses how they address the current lacunae 
in mining ethnographies by focussing on mining as ‘practice’, going past the 
provision of technical descriptions of mining and ethnographic descriptions of 
miners to an ethnography of mining. This ethnographic approach considers the 
politics of materiality and addresses a lack of attention to the impacts of the 
presence and absence of materials on social life. Various mining practices in 
Antioquia illuminate how entanglements between miners and mercury have 
been co-constitutive of particular modes of ASGM. The paper will also provide 
examples of ‘negative mercury entanglements’ where efforts have been made to 
extricate mercury from mining practices. Rather than creating a vacuum, these 
mercury absences have been generative of new contested symbolic and material 
arrangements including entrepreneurial and ‘responsible’ mining, debates over 
miners’ rights, and the creation of new political relationships between ASGM 
and large-scale mining companies.

Keywords: follow the thing; ethnography; entanglements; mercury; mining; 
artisanal gold mining; small-scale mining.

introduCtion

What does it mean to conduct an ethnography of entanglements, and what 
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might such an ethnography look like? A ‘follow the thing’ methodology was 
employed to provide a materially and politically nuanced understanding of 
Antioquia, Colombia’s involvement in the global environmental health problem 
of mercury pollution from Artisanal and Small-Scale Gold Mining (asGM). By 
focusing on the entanglements of miners, mercury, and gold in Antioquia, the 
current gap in research in this field between technical descriptions of mining, 
ethnographic descriptions of miners, and miners’ practices can be bridged. In 
reflecting on the ‘follow the thing’ method, the paper offers critically reflexive 
considerations of current debates about what ‘ethnography’ is/is not. This article 
offers a somewhat novel ethnographic approach to mining.  

Specifically, this article will be based around a description of the nature of 
entanglements between miners and mercury in Antioquia Colombia. This 
includes negative entanglements where mercury is absent. We will discuss the 
generative role mercury’s entanglements have had in constructing an informal, 
small-scale, and mobile mining industry in Colombia. This paper will show 
how attempts to eliminate mercury’s use have resulted in a significant shift in 
the structure of the asGM industry. For miners, working without mercury has 
meant new types of knowledge, new environmental worldviews, the engage-
ment of new actors, new bureaucracy, a more entrepreneurial approach to 
mining, and working relationships with large scale mining companies. These 
changes are political in nature, and are enmeshed in debates around the rights 
of miners and a discourse emphasising asGM as a ‘responsible’ industry. 

MerCurY Pollution: a GloBal environMental ProBleM

Mercury pollution is a serious global environmental problem, with the levels 
of mercury in ocean water shallower than 1000 metres having tripled due to 
human activity (Lamborg et al. 2014). Mercury is a highly toxic substance 
which poses a severe risk to human health, and asGM is the primary human 
source of this contamination (uneP 2013). Mercury can form an amalgam with 
gold, providing a cheap and easy mode of gold extraction without advanced 
technological capacity, making it ideally suited for asGM. asGM is commonly 
defined by the following features: labour intensive, lacks advanced technology 
or industrial mining equipment, and uses mercury for gold extraction (Barry 
1996; Eftimie et al. 2012; Hinton, Veiga, and Veiga 2003; ilo 1999; uneP 2006, 
2012). asGM is also typically ‘informal’, with ‘informal’ referring to mining which 
exists between illegality and legality. In Colombia, Echavarria (2014) defines 
informal mining as mining conducted without a mining title (a legal require-
ment), often as a traditional activity, but is not associated with illegal armed 
groups (criminal mining). Siegel and Veiga (2009) prefer the term ‘extra-legal’ 
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to refer to mining that is based around customary practices and exists outside 
the mainstream legal and economic systems. Following these definitions, here 
we use ‘informal’ to refer to mining conducted without a mining title. While it is 
acknowledged that this type of mining is not carried out within the parameters 
of the Colombian legal system, asGM as an informal mode of mining cannot be 
considered illegal, due to customary rights and traditions, and the weak reach 
of the legal system in many asGM areas. 

It should be noted that there is wide global variation of activities described as 
asGM, with some mines employing large numbers of people or heavy machin-
ery. In some countries such as Mongolia, asGM is essentially formalised (sdC 
2016). Urán (2013) provides a useful proposed typology of a range of mining 
types under the asGM label within Colombia, and Tubb (2015) offers a strong 
anthropological description of relations between groups of miners of different 
scales in Colombia. This is made possible by thinking beyond asGM as a uni-
fied category. Despite the generally small scale of the mining activities, asGM 
is significant in relation to the gold mining industry as a whole. asGM provides 
90% of all employment in gold mining, a total of some ten to fifteen million 
people worldwide (uneP 2012; Veiga and Barker 2004), and produces up to 
20% of the world’s gold (Seccatore et al. 2014). While a great deal of attention is 
currently being paid to the problem of mercury pollution by a range of actors, 
and despite the signing in 2013 of a global treaty on regulating mercury (the 
Minamata Convention), concrete solutions to the problem of mercury pollu-
tion remain elusive to global regulators. 

a role for ethnoGraPhY? 

One strong emergent trope in the literature on mercury reduction is the need 
to attend to the social, cultural, political and economic aspects to mercury’s 
use (Clifford 2014; Hilson 2006; Spiegel et al. 2015; Spiegel et al. 2014). While 
a range of technological methods to eliminate or minimise mercury use exist 
(Davies 2014; Drace et al. 2012), these have not been widely adopted by miners 
(Jønsson, Charles, and Kalvig 2013). The inference from these arguments is 
that if the problem is not technical, then it must be social. However, what this 
approach might look like remains unclear. This perspective can be critically 
examined through current trends within anthropology, and the social sciences 
more broadly. 

Bruno Latour speaks to this in the introduction of Reassembling the Social. 
Here Latour states his intention to ‘dispute the project of providing a “social 
explanation” of some other state of affairs’ (Latour 2007, 1). Latour (2007) cri-
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tiques the idea of a ‘social dimension’, which he describes as an amorphous and 
elusive field which exists after the subtraction of more tangible fields, namely 
‘economics, geography, biology, psychology, law, science, and politics’ (2007, 
3). Latour’s work critiques the very basis of the idea of attending to the ‘social 
dimensions’ of mercury use. Rather, Latour invites us to attend to mercury use 
by integrating the social with the material and other tangible fields such as 
science and politics. Latour’s critique can be given extra weight here through 
a simple thought experiment: mercury is used in over fifty countries across 
six continents (Veiga, Maxson, and Hylander 2006), with a considerable ethnic, 
social and cultural diversity across mining communities. This global distribu-
tion of mercury use means that to consider it as purely a function of the social, 
in the sense of it being an idiosyncrasy of particular social groups, is untenable, 
as it is found in use across a wide range of social types. At the same time, the 
research, which was conducted from a technical perspective, has established 
that neither can mercury be considered a purely technical phenomenon (Davies 
2014; Drace et al. 2012; Jønsson, Charles, and Kalvig 2013). Instead of purely 
focusing on the social, Latour instead calls for research that emphasises the 
tracing of associations. We have taken Latour’s statement as a guiding concern 
toward an ethnographic approach which traces the political, social and material 
entanglements of Antioquian miners and mercury.

ethnoGraPhY and MininG

Mining is not a new subject to social anthropology, and a body of relevant eth-
nographic literature exists to inform this endeavour. Ballard and Banks (2003) 
for example, provide a review of the anthropology of mining, noting a general 
shift from a triad model of the state, mining company and community, towards 
a more complex understanding in which these entities are broken down and 
treated as non-monolithic. While this review provides a useful starting point, 
it is focused on large-scale mining which differs in a number of ways to asGM. 
For example, asGM is seldom associated with corporations, and asGM miners 
are often community members. As asGM is generally small-scale and informal, 
the state is seldom able to exert power over it in the same way as it can with 
large-scale mines.

Anthropologists have written a range of excellent ethnographies of miners. 
These include studies of gender (both feminine and masculine) (Bryceson, 
Jønsson, and Verbrugge 2013; Cohen 2014; Cuvelier 2014), friendship (Grätz 
2004), morality (Grätz 2009), perceptions of risk (Soemarwoto and Ellen 2010), 
decision making (Tubb 2015), the relationship between mining and state for-
mation (Verbrugge 2015) and mining as an economic livelihood (Heemskerk 
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2002). However, there is a limited consideration of mining as a practice. Perhaps 
Taussig’s (2004) ‘My Cocaine Museum’ is an exception in that it considers the 
experiential nature of mining, although in a manner that is different to the 
way we apply practice here. Tubb’s (2014) work differentiates different types of 
asGM, and explores how relationships between groups of miners were closely 
linked to the types of mining conducted. Tubb’s work is a serious consideration 
of the material conditions of mining, a valuable contribution to this field. Jacka 
(2015) also contributes in this regard through a study of large-scale mining (the 
Porgera mine in Papua New Guinea) by applying a political ecology perspective 
to the mutual constitution of mining, ecology and community. Hilson’s (2006) 
Mercury: An Agent of Poverty in Ghana’s Small-Scale Gold-Mining Sector?, while 
not ethnographic, is one of a small number of research projects that consider 
mercury as generative of social arrangements, a perspective we develop here. 
While recent progress is being made towards an anthropology of mining as a 
practice, most ethnographies primarily have offered close examinations of the 
lives of miners. Critical ethnographic analyses of the practices of mining can 
reveal the complex relationships between miners and mercury that may not 
emerge through ethnographies lacking this particular focus.  

followinG the thinG

A ‘follow the thing’ methodology was broadly adopted to understand mercury 
use as a phenomenon of the miner/mercury entanglements. While mercury 
as a non-human material guided the research, the research focussed on mer-
cury’s entanglements rather than mercury itself. Although mercury was not 
endowed with the status of research participant, the agency of mercury is core 
to the study. This builds on current trends in ‘follow the thing’ methodologies, 
and connects with a ‘new materialisms’ theoretical perspective. Our treatment 
of mercury could also be understood in relation to Marcus’ (1995) ‘tracking 
strategies’. The materiality focus employed here takes a ‘following the thing’ 
approach, rather than the ‘following the commodity’ approach of Mintz (1985) 
or Appadurai (1996). In employing the ‘follow the thing’ approach, we were able 
to focus on the materiality of mercury that exists beyond the world of human 
experiential perception.

To understand the nature of these entanglements, we draw on a loose collection 
of theories collectively known as ‘new materialisms’. The new materialisms per-
spective includes thinkers such as Karen Barad, Jane Bennett and Tim Ingold, 
and can be described as a movement that critiques anthropocentric sciences 
and that attend to material agency (Connolly 2013). The new materialisms 
differ from actor-network-theory due to their greater focus on relationships 
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rather than the entities that are related. In addition, the new materialisms 
typically view agency as an emergent property of an assemblage, rather than 
something that is distributed across a network. Borrowing from Barad (2007), 
we were interested in the way entangled entities act through each other, rather 
than entities acting on each other. Applying this relational ontology allows us 
to conceive mercury pollution from asGM, and to a large extent asGM itself, 
as a phenomenon resulting from a complex entanglement, in which mercury, 
miners, and gold were primary threads.  

fieldwork 

The fieldwork for this research was conducted in Antioquia, Colombia over 
a three-month period in 2015. Mercury pollution is normally described as 
a global environmental problem, which immediately raises anthropological 
questions such as, ‘where is the global?’ While the global might be the spatial 
distribution of mercury, asGM is situated in the local. Antioquia is an exemplary 
local manifestation of the mercury pollution phenomenon. In 2011, Colombia 
was named the worst mercury polluting nation per head of population, con-
tributing up to 20% of global mercury pollution from asGM (Cordy et al. 2011; 
uneP 2013). Antioquia, the gold mining hub of the nation, has been seen as 
disproportionately responsible (Cordy et al. 2011; Giraldo-Ramírez and Muñez-
Mora 2012). Mercury levels in several regions of Colombia have been tested at 
levels that greatly exceed who guidelines, with negative health effects observed 
(Cordy et al. 2011; Cordy et al. 2013; Olivero, Mendonza, and Mestre 1995). Gold 
mining in Colombia is predominantly informal, with a 2013 estimate that 87% 
of mines did not have a mining title (Güiza and Aristizábal 2013). While there 
have been a number of campaigns to formalise asGM in Colombia by encour-
aging asGM to apply for titles, these have generally been unsuccessful due to a 
lack of legal differentiation between the requirements for small and large-scale 
mining and a lack of untitled areas (Güiza and Aristizábal 2013). 

To its credit, Antioquia has been proactive in reducing mercury pollution, and 
can now proudly claim the first instance of large-scale mercury reduction in 
the world (García et al. 2015). This has primarily been achieved through the 
Colombia Mercury Project: a fixed-term collaboration between local and inter-
national universities, regional and national government, and non-government 
organisations (nGos). Working to minimise rather than eliminate mercury use, 
the project has involved education initiatives, the distribution of new technolo-
gies, and technical demonstrations. This has occurred alongside an increase in 
enforcement of mining legislation, an increase in the price of mercury, and the 
use of the extraction facilities of large-scale mines by asGM.  An estimated 63% 
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decrease in mercury pollution in Antioquia (a total volume of 46–70 tonnes) 
has been attributed to the efforts of the Colombia Mercury Project (García 
et al. 2015). Legislative action has also been taken against mercury, with a law 
passed in 2013 that will ban mercury use in asGM by 2018 (El Congreso de 
Colombia 2013), although it remains to be seen whether this can be enforced. 
While mercury pollution has been significantly reduced, its total elimination 
is yet to be achieved, and the full implications of these interventions are not 
yet understood. 

I (Thomas) conducted fieldwork in Antioquia over a three-month period in 
2015.3 I had visited Antioquia twice previously, for social reasons, and had a 
familiarity with the region, a strong network of contacts and a working profi-
ciency in Spanish. Using these contacts, as well as some cold calling, I was able 
to make a range of connections with those working in the formal sector with 
an interest in asGM. I made a number of contacts with academics, journalists, 
and nGo workers (including members of the Colombian Mercury Programme). 
These contacts led to meetings with gold miners and processing workers in the 
informal sector through a snowballing approach. 

The miners and processors with whom I formed my principal relationships 
with were all ‘non-ethnic’ men. Non-ethnic is a problematic term employed in 
the Colombian census to describe people of mixed-ethnic origin who did not 
identify as Indigenous or belonging to another minority group. This is signifi-
cant as, while the government has made progress in recognising the rights of 
Indigenous groups, non-ethnic Colombians are often denied traditional rights, 
including access to land and other natural resources (Rivera-Sotelo 2012). 

While gender was not a specific focus of this research, it was not easily ig-
nored. asGM in Antioquia is a masculine space. This does not mean that it is 
exclusively masculine, as I was introduced to women who were involved in the 
mining industry, but this always came with an explanation: ‘She has to do this 
job because her husband abandoned her and the government won’t support 
her. It’s terrible, she shouldn’t have to do this…’, or ‘Most mines wouldn’t hire 
a woman, but we are different, and more progressive. We like a woman’s touch’. 
This shallow observation fits with the work of Cohen (2014) who described 
how women could transgress gender roles to participate in the masculine 
space of mining in Antioquia. However, to do so, women had to appeal to the 
regional work ethic while complying with all other gender roles. It should be 
noted this gendering of space is regional and that asGM is not a universally 
masculine activity. Antioquia is generally described as having a conservative 
attitude towards gender roles (Cohen 2014), whereas, even in the neighbouring 
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Chocó region, alluvial asGM is often a feminine activity (Taussig 2004), and an 
estimated 30–40% of all artisanal gold miners worldwide are women (Hinton, 
Veiga, and Beinhoff 2003).

I entered the field with a number of identities, many of which were very dif-
ferent from the miners and processors who I was talking to. I am a university 
educated, English speaking European New Zealander from a middle-class 
background. My participants were working class Spanish speaking Colombi-
ans, often with limited education and who had not travelled beyond Colombia. 
While all of my participants involved in ‘hands-on’ gold mining/processing 
shared a masculine gender identity, this was often expressed differently. Despite 
these differences, miners were mostly happy to talk to me, and did not do so 
from a marginal position. While I had wondered what the reaction to my edu-
cation would be, I was generally perceived accurately as someone interested 
in mining, but not an expert, and that they would have to explain things to me 
from first principles. People seemed initially interested in talking to me for two 
reasons (implicit in some cases, but often explicitly raised by them): they were 
artisans who took pride in their work, and therefore enjoyed talking about it 
to someone who was interested, and secondly, talking to me was a political act 
(as was everything about asGM in Antioquia it seemed). A recent police crack-
down had meant that these miners, who self-identified as traditional miners, 
were now being branded as criminals, a classification they considered highly 
offensive. They saw talking to me as an opportunity to express the ways they 
self-identified, namely as good citizens.  

I conducted fieldwork in three different towns in Antioquia: Caucasia, a bus-
tling agricultural and placer (alluvial) mining town of around 80,000 people, 
set in lush grassland and swamps, where I spent most of my time; Segovia, a 
historic town of 50,000 people completely orientated around mining, further 
up in the highlands, and with a distinctly rough feel, where I spent a moderate 
amount of time; and in El Bagre, set deeper in the jungle, a relatively recent 
town completely dedicated to mining. El Bagre is even rougher that Segovia, 
with a distinctly ‘Wild West’ atmosphere. This ‘Wild West’ feeling is justified: 
asGM areas are often described as frontiers (Cohen 2014; Serje de la Ossa 2005), 
and state absence and formation is a contemporary reality which is captured 
in asGM literature (Siegel and Veiga 2009; Verbrugge 2015). I travelled to these 
towns from Medellín, where I was loosely based. Medellín is the populous and 
industrial regional capital where the relevant nGos and government depart-
ments are based, as well as most of my pre-existing contacts. 
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Figure 1. Map of Antioquia, with fieldwork locations marked (Created using the 
National Geographic map maker, National Geographic n.d.).

The research was primarily conducted through interviews, although these were 
always seen as part of a wider relationship between researcher and participant. 
Unfortunately, participant observation was not a practical option here. This 
was largely due to safety concerns. Safety must be taken seriously in Colombia 
(although these concerns are often overstated). As many of the mines were 
located in areas under paramilitary influence, spending time in the mines was 
not a safe option. However, as most miners took their ore to mining towns for 
extraction, this gave me the opportunity to talk to miners in an urban setting. 
I did spend time observing the activities of processing workshops, but the 
toxic nature of mercury meant participation was not possible. This left me with 
‘purposive observation’ (Stewart-Withers et al. 2014), a term currently absent in 
anthropology literature which describes unstructured, purposeful observation 
and ‘hanging out’ without actively participating. 

This inability to conduct participant observation did detract from ethnographic 
richness, and the work of Tubb (2015, 2014) in the Chocó demonstrates the 
power of participant observation for understanding asGM. I was also aware 
that aspects of miners’ lives were simply not open to me. For example, miner 
cosmology has formed a major part of some anthropological accounts of min-
ing (i.e. Golub 2014; Taussig 1980). There were a number of events that indi-
cated that cosmology had an impact on the lives of miners who I was talking 
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to (particularly those in underground mining). A public example of mining 
cosmologies is the statue in Segovia of a miner working below a naked and 
chained figure I was told represented Mother Earth (Figure 2). However, I felt 
that due to the nature of these beliefs, I would have to observe mining from 
within the mines to understand it, and that interviews alone would be unsatis-
factory. While participant observation is powerful, recent work has progressed 
the idea that ethnography does not always require participant observation, and 
that ethnographic approaches can be made through a variety of other meth-
ods (Hockey and Forsey 2012; Okely 2015). Ethnographic interviews can allow 
participants to guide the direction of the interview. While I was focused on 
the general theme of mercury, it was the miners who took the lead in explain-
ing how mercury related to themselves and to mining as a whole, a technique 
which proved effective. Finally, interviews were never isolated events. Rather, 
they were part of a broader ‘hanging out’ and relationship building. 

entanGleMents of Miners and MerCurY (’s aBsenCe)

Our purpose from here is to identify specific entanglements of miners and 
mercury across several different cases. As stated, mining as an activity is het-

Figure 2: Monument in the central plaza of Segovia.
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erogeneous, as are miners, and thus the specific ways in which mercury is 
entangled varies. Our goal is to describe how entanglements of materials and 
people, principally miners, mercury and gold, have generated a particular type 
of mining which has become the mainstream in Colombia. As miners begin 
to eliminate their use of mercury, mercury’s absence has begun to generate 
new types of mining. Whether or not these new types of mining become the 
mainstream remains to be seen, but what we can assert is that the questions of 
whether they do and whether mercury is eliminated from all mining practices 
are intimately linked. 

A common theme underlying much of this is temporality. asGM in Colombia 
is currently in a period of flux, and this flux is both a cause and an effect of 
mercury reduction (among other factors). All the miners I met were in some 
way negotiating these changes. The past and present coalesced at the time of 
fieldwork, with the past constructed as a period of continuity and tradition, 
and the future offering the possibility of a bright vision of responsible mining, 
but with the potential demise of asGM an omnipresent fear. 

dredGe MininG without MerCurY-GoinG aGainst the Grain

We will start our discussion with an exceptional case. Carlos, a dredge owner 
living near Caucasia, has worked as a miner for decades across Colombia. He 
had acquired a dredge which he worked with one other man. The dredge is a 
fairly basic affair: a few plastic barrels held together by a welded metal frame, 
a tarpaulin cover overhead, a small motor for the dredge, and a long sluice box 
hanging behind. His operation is nomadic, as he travels up and down the river 
in his dredge, following the shifting gold bearing sands. He previously used 
mercury on his dredge, as he would suck up gold bearing sands from the river 
and wash them on a sluice. Under the sluice were cloth bags bearing mercury. 
The heavier gold would sink to the bottom of the sluice, and become trapped 
in the mercury, forming an amalgam. This was conducive to Carlos’ lifestyle. 
He saw himself as a subsistence worker, operating on a week by week basis. He 
had no major investment in mining or extraction equipment (the dredge being 
of minimal cost), little engagement with flows of capital or business planning, 
and yet, thanks to mercury, he was able to extract reasonable quantities of gold. 
The downside of this was the excessive amount of mercury flowing into the 
stream, which Carlos had not realised to be problematic (mercury’s entangle-
ments exist beyond human perception). When the Colombian Mercury Project 
visited his village and talked about the problem of mercury pollution, Carlos 
was shocked, but unsure what to do: ‘When they told us we couldn’t use mer-
cury, I thought the mining was finished, because if we can’t use mercury, how 
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could we extract gold?’ Nevertheless, while mercury-free mining was then an 
unknown, he decided to act.

Carlos took the initiative and decided that he would try to work without mer-
cury. This reflected a personal and ethical commitment to the environment and 
his children who would inherit it. He approached an nGo which specialised in 
assisting miners with mercury reduction, in accordance with the Minamata 
Convention. The nGo agreed to provide the miners’ association of his town 
with a set of gravimetric equipment4 (some pictured in Figures 3 & 4), for which 
Carlos was responsible. Without mercury, this gravitational extraction became 
rather more technical than his previous method, with far more variables for 
the equipment depending on the nature of the sand and gold. It also gave 
Carlos a fixed plant, which he had not had before. All of the town’s miners 
have permission to use this plant. While Carlos had learned about mercury 
through hands-on experience, he now had to learn how to use the gravimetric 
equipment through a more formal education with university-educated mining 
engineers who employed ‘scientific’ skills. He had to learn new principles of 
extraction, and struggled to convince other miners of their efficiency. He had 

Figure 3. Carlos’ trommel for rough gravitational extraction.
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to consider new business principles, as he found himself responsible for capital 
equipment, even though he had not purchased the equipment himself. All this 
represented a fundamental change in the way he approached mining. He rose 
to what he described as a great challenge and, with assistance, he succeeded in 
mining gold without mercury.

We describe this situation as going ‘against the grain’. While it is admirable from 
an environmental perspective to mine without mercury, it conflicts with exist-
ing structures so that it does not seem tenable as a solution for widespread ap-
plication. Carlos does not have a mining title and cannot realistically obtain one. 
Mining titles are provided for fixed areas, while his nomadic dredging operation 
follows shifting gold bearing sands and cannot easily be contained within a 
fixed boundary. As there is no provision for asGM in the legislation (particularly 
asGM that uses mechanised equipment like dredges), Carlos would have to go 
through the same application process as a multinational firm. Carlos does not 
currently have the capability to undertake this highly bureaucratic exercise, 
and the expense of this would be greater than what his operation could justify. 
Furthermore, the police had begun a major crackdown on miners without titles. 

Figure 4. Carlos’ Gemini table for finer gravitational.
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While this is a concern for most dredge owners, many are afforded a degree of 
protection as their nomadism and lack of seizable equipment, makes it harder 
for the police to enforce the legislation.  

This means that for Carlos, a fixed plant could be considered a liability. The 
nGo’s provision of a fixed plant to Carlos falls into a legally grey area: if Car-
los is charged as acting illegally by mining without a title, the nGo could be 
implicated for aiding an illegal activity. The nGo in question is aware of this 
problematic aspect and has negotiated it as best they can, as achieving their 
mandate of mercury reduction is not feasible otherwise. Furthermore, it is 
not economically viable for nGos to provide direct assistance for small scale 
producers (Veiga 2015). Without the nGo’s donation of equipment, acquiring 
the $10,000 usd equipment necessary to operate a mercury free mining opera-
tion would be unattainable for Carlos. In addition, many asGM miners have no 
access to formal modes of lending. Previously, Carlos’ ability to obtain credit 
came from his gold buyer who was also his mercury seller, but as he had ceased 
to purchase mercury, this credit was no longer available. Finally, even if other 
dredge miners could invest in a fixed plant, the equipment is only marginally 
more efficient than mercury (M. Veiga, personal communication, 2015) and 
thus not cost-effective. While ethically admirable, Carlos’ work with the nGo to 
establish a mercury-free dredge mining system would not prove highly effective. 
‘Effectiveness’ here refers not to gold extraction efficiency (although this is a 
contributing factor), but exists as a holistic concept that includes the particular 
situation and capability of miners, and the economic, social and political value 
miners wish to produce. In other words, effective strategies are those that work 
in a particular context. The lack of effectiveness of mercury-free dredge mining 
is not because this practice is inherently non-viable, as the largest mining com-
pany in Colombia is a dredge miner (Mineros S.A.S), but because of the small 
scale of Carlos’ mining operation. Carlos’ original nomadic, mercury entangled 
mining operation was effective in its particular context. That is, the change to 
mercury-free mining was not effective. While Carlos persevered due to his 
environmental consciousness, a commendable effort, mercury-free mining is 
not effective in an informal context, in part because mercury is constitutive of 
informal mining practices.

inCreasinG PlaCer MininG sCale: new frontiers

Two miners who began actively engaging with the issue of scale were Esteban, 
a mine owner near Caucasia, and his right-hand man Miguel. Esteban’s opera-
tion follows the course of an old river bed, where alluvial gold has accumulated. 
The operation takes the form of a large pit, with the mining front progressing 
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along the old river bed in one direction, and backfilling behind them. The 
mine employs sixty workers, five excavators and three tip trucks (a very differ-
ent operation to Carlos’ two-man dredge). Previously, the mine used massive 
quantities of mercury. In the earlier operation, the earth dug from the pit was 
washed along sluices with bags containing mercury at the bottom. Up to nine 
kilograms of mercury used to be added to these sluices daily, and while it is 
unclear what portion was lost to the environment, this is still a considerable 
quantity. This process applied the extraction principle of sluicing sand over 
mercury. Two men at a time would wash the earth down with high pressure 
hoses, with two ten-hour shifts a day. In the past few years, however, Esteban 
had engaged with a regional university who helped design new sluices, allowing 
him to work without mercury. The university facilitated the acquisition of a 
large trommel (a larger version of the one shown here in Figure 2). A trommel 
is a rotating perforated drum for a secondary gravitational extraction of the 
heavy sand caught in the sluices. Mercury is still used for the final extraction. 
However, additional safety measures have been added and the operation is car-
ried out in a controlled environment. For example, fume hoods extract mercury 
vapour and breathing masks and other protective equipment are used (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. The extraction workshop: mercury-gold amalgam is refined under this fume 
hood.
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Esteban and Miguel spoke constantly about change in mining, but in different 
terms than Carlos. While Carlos was troubled by the legal issues of his informal 
mining, his primary concern lay with the environment. Esteban and Miguel 
were also concerned for the environment, but this was strongly fixed within a 
wider vision of ‘responsible mining’ which included all environmental aspects 
(mercury reduction, but also reforestation), legality, labour rights, and busi-
ness capability. Previously, mercury had allowed them relative efficiency for 
minimum expenditure, much as Carlos had experienced. However, they had 
come to experience a range of barriers related to informality, or the ability to 
operate effectively without a mining title. Their use of mercury was not simply 
coincidental to informality, but co-constitutive of their informality. 

Firstly, the crackdown on informal miners was a shock. They saw themselves 
as hard working men, who had mining in their blood. They were providers for 
their families, and contributors to the nation. They were dismayed that they may 
now be considered criminals. They introduced me to the president of their min-
ers’ association, Ramiro Restrepo, who asserted this point even more strongly, 
saying miners wanted to establish their legitimacy by eliminating mercury and 
establishing environmentally sound mining practices. Identity aside, the scale 
of Esteban and Miguel’s operations meant they had to formalise to survive. As 
they had a large and visible mine rather than a nomadic dredge, they could not 
move their operations in order to hide from the authorities. Finally, to grow 
their mine, they needed more capital than what they could borrow through 
informal channels, and they wanted a mining title to provide more security 
before making a larger investment. 

Earlier attempts at formalisation by obtaining a legal mining title had been sty-
mied. They had applied for a title over five years ago and had made significant 
investments in environmental assessments and processual changes to be eligible 
for this title, but it still had not been awarded. The problem was nomadism. 
They needed to prove five years of continuity on their site to be eligible for a 
title. While they had been mining the same river bed for thirty years, which 
they treated as a single mining site, the river bed crossed a number of legal land 
boundaries. As the mining front had crossed one of these boundaries less than 
five years ago, they were not deemed to have continually operated the same 
mining site.5 If they could obtain a title, they would move into a new operating 
environment where operating without mercury became effective. In this new 
environment, mercury’s absence can generate a new, responsible form of min-
ing, as well as a new type of citizen: ‘the responsible miner’. Currently, Esteban 
and Miguel are stuck in limbo. Their mine is a limited liability company which 
pays tax. It is regularly inspected by government environmental assessors, it 
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complies with employment law, it partners with regional universities, and yet 
it is, by the letter of the law, considered an illegal operation until a mining title 
is received.

the Gold ProCessinG workshoP (entAble) of seGovia: the heart of 
an entanGleMent

In Segovia, all the mining is hard rock, carried out in subterranean tunnels, and 
of quite a different character to placer mining. There I (Thomas) was introduced 
to Santiago, the owner of a gold processing workshop (colloquially known as an 
entable) where miners would process their gold. Santiago said that most miners 
were simply not interested in the issues that I was talking about, and that they 
thought of nothing but women, alcohol and gambling. Santiago made it his 
mission to introduce me to such miners. The miners who I had spoken to up 
until then were those engaging with the formal sector and the major changes 
occurring. In this case, Santiago introduced me to a miner named Juan, who 
I met in a shabby casino, who, on first impression, appeared to embody this 
unflattering stereotype. However, this first impression proved deceiving. While 
Juan may have had his share of vices, he identified as a traditional miner, took 
pride in his profession, and spoke of the issues facing mining in a knowledge-
able and managerial fashion. He had spent his entire life mining in the region, 
as had several generations of his family. He was, however, ambivalent about 
mercury’s toxicity, while Santiago flatly asserted that it was safe.

Juan is a hard rock miner, cutting and blasting underground tunnels into the 
rock to access veins of gold, the standard mode of mining in Segovia. Juan 
described hard rock mining as a subsistence activity, in that miners worked for 
their daily bread, and did not operate in a ‘business-like’ manner:

The miner is proud of his work … I as a miner, I might find, perhaps 
five grams of gold in a vein, after one or two years working the tunnel, 
without pay, obtaining food in whatever manner. Then I arrive at the 
vein. We arrive at the vein, and then it’s a song.

Juan described a riskier and more processual type of mining than the steady 
alluvial mining of Carlos, Esteban and Miguel. Juan went on to describe that 
what he took pride in was not just the mining, but the entire process of ex-
traction and processing: from mining the gold bearing rocks, grinding them, 
amalgamating the gold, and watching the amalgam being burned before the 
elusive gold is finally revealed. This is a process that is practiced with materials 
and that is sensorially experienced, and one that extends far beyond the mine, 
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to entables like Santiago’s.

These entables are the primary site of mercury use in hard rock gold mining. 
In Santiago’s entable, like many others, the process is divided into two stages. 
In the first stage, the miners themselves grind their ore with mercury in ball 
mills, or cocos (Figure 6, Figure 7), smashing the rocks and exposing the gold 
which becomes trapped in the mercury: a four to eight hour process. This soft 
amalgam is then washed (with bare hands), to produce a hardened amalgam 
(Figure 8). Juan would take this amalgam to a local gold buying shop, but he 
would not pay Santiago for the service.6

As payment, the miners would leave all the leftover tailings in the cocos. The 
mercury process is relatively inefficient in terms of extraction, recovering as 
little as 30% of the gold (Cordy et al. 2011; Veiga et al. 2014). Santiago would 
then perform a cyanide extraction on these tailings over four to five days in a 
series of concrete pools (Figure 9) or pits dug into the older tailings (Figure 
10). Santiago did not let me see the process of extracting gold from cyanide. 
However, other sources describe a zinc and acid based extraction which releases 

Figure 6. The ball mills in Santiago’s workshop.
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Figure 7. A closer view of the ball mills.

Figure 8: A disappointingly small ball of mercury-gold amalgam.
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Figure 9: Cyanide extraction in concrete pools. The planks to the rear are used as a 
walkway over the cyanide.

Figure 10: Cyanide pools in the tailings outside. The visible buildings are residential.
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heavy metals into the environment (Cordy et al. 2011). The cyanide typically 
recovers 80% of the gold present in the tailings, or around 55% of the gold in 
the ore brought by the miners (García et al. 2015), while the waste was directed 
into a nearby stream, rendering it completely lifeless. 

This entanglement of miners, workshop owners, and materials has produced 
a system which is highly effective in this context. As the miners are solely re-
sponsible for the mercury extraction, Juan has confidence in the system because 
it allows no possibility of being cheated. Another benefit is that the whole ore 
amalgamation is a relatively quick process. This suits miners’ lifestyles, as Juan 
told me how he and most of the miners from Segovia lived around the mines, 
only coming into town for a few days to visit their families or socialise and 
carry out their extractions. Finally, Juan strongly emphasised how much pride 
he took in taking the ore from the mountain and processing it to form pure 
gold, even joking that there was a religious aspect to this, akin to transubstan-
tiation or gold worship. 

The mercury/cyanide extraction system used in the entables also has economic 
implications that make it well-suited to informal small-scale mining. Juan was 
able to extract gold without any level of capital expenditure or expense, and 
he made it very clear that he had neither the desire nor capability to invest 
tens of thousands of dollars in a cyanide plant to carry out his own week-long 
extractions. He also lacked the trust in the entable owners to hand the ore over 
to them to complete a full cyanide extraction. The two-stage mercury/cyanide 
extraction model used in the entables meant that Juan could work without 
making investments in assets that would always be at risk of police seizure. 
When he did need credit, particularly to buy food and cover living expenses 
while constructing a tunnel, he borrowed from Santiago who was more than 
happy to loan to miners, both for the interest on the loan and the guarantee of 
future custom. This informal economy is effective and is based around mercury. 
Thus, mercury can be seen as generative of this type of mining and the informal 
economic system best suited to its use in asGM. 

forMalisation throuGh suBContraCtinG: a Material-PolitiCal 
ConfiGuration

The success in mercury reduction in Antioquia has been greatly assisted by 
miners in Segovia using the cyanide plant7 of the Gran Colombia Gold Com-
pany (GCG), a Canadian multinational mining firm (García et al. 2015). In this 
arrangement, miners sign contractual agreements with GCG allowing them to 
mine specific areas within GCG’s mining title. This is effectively formalisation, 
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with the subcontracts functioning as a form of mining title. A third of mines 
in the area were able to formalise in this manner. The other two thirds of the 
miners were forcibly expelled, as without subcontracts, they were framed as 
illegal operators. Juan had been pushed into such a relationship previously, 
but it had not worked out well, as the increase in costs without an increase in 
revenue made his operation non-viable. Interestingly, the legislation allowing 
for this arrangement was focused on mercury, not mining titles. The title holder 
is legally responsible for all activity within the title, including compliance with 
environmental laws, health and safety, employment law, taxation and mercury 
use. However, they can expect financial recompense from the miners. This 
arrangement has proven profitable for GCG, and in 2014, 78% of the gold the 
company extracted in Segovia came from subcontracted miners rather than 
their own operation (GCG 2015, 4). 

While effective in terms of mercury reduction and formalisation, the subcon-
tracts are problematic in other regards. Juan’s family had mined in the region 
for generations, and contested the idea that GCG, a recent arrival, should have 
the primary right to mine. The shift to formal mining also represents what Juan 
saw as a fundamentally different mode of mining: ‘The miner has to create a 
company [to work with GCG], but it’s not the culture of this region. Here the 
miner works very artisanally. He works for his daily bread’. The conception of 
this new mining as entrepreneurial was not based on financial arrangements 
and profits, but on engaging with the significant levels of environmental and 
safety regulations required. This engagement led to significantly increased ex-
penses while GCG received up to 45–50% of the gold. This was an arrangement 
Juan considered profoundly unjust. 

You have to enter into business with Sandor Capital [GCG’s subsidi-
ary]. Sandor Capital says to you that you can work under these con-
ditions. The ore has to go to Sandor’s [cyanide] plant to process the 
mineral. But the mining happens in an area that belongs to us, and we 
have to pay them. We take the big risks. And you have to pay all the 
expenses and everything, while they are taking 45–50% of all the gold.

Also significant here is that the arrangement is enforced through the absence of 
mercury/presence of cyanide. By requiring miners to take their ore to their cya-
nide plant, GCG is able to guarantee both mercury elimination and their share 
of the profits. The cyanidation is a batch extraction process whereby different 
miners’ ore is processed in one batch, rather than individually. Miners bring 
their ore and GCG takes samples from the ore to determine gold concentrations. 
The miner payouts are based on these concentration assays. Juan had no faith 
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in this process, believing strongly that he was regularly cheated through low 
estimates. These are allegations which I (Thomas) also heard mentioned from 
some professional mining engineers. Furthermore, his modes of credit were cut 
as he ceased his relationship with the entable. No alternative presented itself to 
help with his increased capital costs. This apparently unjust arrangement was 
brought about not through entanglements with mercury, but with mercury’s 
absence (Farrelly, Stewart-Withers, and Dombroski 2014; Meyer 2012). While 
subcontracting relationships have been a highly effective mercury elimina-
tion solution (García et al. 2015), following the causes and effects of mercury’s 
absence highlights the political imbalances associated with this programme.

ConClusion

By using a ‘follow the thing’ approach to generate an ethnography of entangle-
ments we have begun to look at the relationship between miners and mercury 
in a different way. The insights gleaned through this ethnographic research deny 
the possibility of distinct sociality and materiality, and emphasise the highly 
inter-relational nature of these categories. To highlight the significance of what 
we have discussed here, we wish to juxtapose our model with two alternate 
perspectives of artisanal mining. The first is a flow chart of the gold extraction 
process in entables in Antioquia (Figure 11), produced by Cordy et al. (2011, 157). 

Figure 11. ‘Flow sheet of a typical whole ore amalgamation in cocos’. Reproduced from 
Cordy et al. (2011, 157)
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This diagram provides a detailed description of the physical process of gold 
extraction. However, it is reductive rather than holistic, in that people are absent 
along with social, economic and political relations. The second example is a 
hypothetical ethnography of miners, in which there is an analytical focus on 
the society and culture of miners, perhaps focusing on salient aspects such as 
masculinity, ritual, or ethnicity, providing rich insight into the worldview of 
miners. Variations of these two examples are the approaches that dominate the 
literature, and while valuable, the analysis they provide is either incomplete or 
they provide a reductionist explanation of the complex whole.

What we have tried to describe here is an ethnography of entanglements, in 
which both miners and materials are important, but in which the relationship is 
prioritised over each contributor to the relationship. What new understandings 
can come from such an approach? Firstly, we can start by saying that mercury 
pollution is not the result of purely technical factors; neither is it the result of 
purely social factors. It is a phenomenon which emerges from the entanglement 
of people and materials. asGM in Colombia has been described as small-scale, 
nomadic, and informal, often with limited capital investments, (Cordy et al. 
2013; Cordy et al. 2011; Echavarria 2014; García et al. 2015; Urán 2013). As these 
qualities are all tied up with the presence of mercury, it is also possible to state 
that asGM in Colombia is an emergent phenomenon of an entanglement of 
mercury with a range of human and nonhuman actors, or that mercury is co-
constitutive of particular modes of mining. 

An ethnography of entanglements approach also generates new understand-
ings of the implications of disentangling mercury from asGM. Disentangling 
mercury is neither simple nor politically neutral. In the case of Carlos, it has 
involved engaging new actors, new types of knowledge, and dealing with fixed 
plant, arrangements which conflict with the context in which he operates, and 
are only sustained through his environmental consciousness and the precarious 
intervention of an nGo. In the case of Esteban and Miguel, disentangling them-
selves from mercury has occurred alongside a shift to a larger, more entrepre-
neurial and responsible mining. They face continued challenges shifting from 
informality to formality. This is a shift that is intimately linked to eliminating 
mercury as mercury’s absence has become a necessary tool for establishing a 
new legal and responsible type of mining. 

For Juan, eliminating mercury seems only possible through entering into an 
agreement with a large scale, foreign-owned mining company. This relation-
ship did not acknowledge his traditional right to mine, and he considered it 
economically exploitative. With the failure of this relationship, he has to con-
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tinue using mercury, but now struggles to reconcile this use with his image 
of a traditional miner. Disentangling mercury brings about new political and 
economic relationships, enforced through mercury’s absence. For Santiago, 
disentangling mercury means the end of his business.

Following mercury has helped us in creating an ethnography of entanglements, 
which in turn has assisted in destabilising the idea of the existence of discrete 
‘social’ and ‘material’ dimensions to mining, and in considering what a more 
inter-relational approach might look like. Beyond the implications for mining 
studies, such an approach offers potentials for anthropology at a time when 
ethnography is at a crossroads. With increasing pressure to reconsider what 
ethnography is or is not, and a research environment which often restricts time 
frames, we hope this work contributes to a wider discussion of what ethnog-
raphy can look like and what it can contribute.
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3 In 2015, Massey University, New Zealand introduced a 180 credit Master of Arts, 
which included three semesters of full time study over 12 months (including 
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the summer semester). 120 credits of this was the thesis. This limits the time for 
fieldwork, and even the three months taken here was ambitious.

4 Gold is separated because it is heavier than sand.

5 Hernando de Soto’s formalisation has been common in the literature of mining, 
and focuses on the idea that formalisation should involve  the recognition of pre-
existing customary rights (Siegel and Veiga 2009). However, this example draws 
attention to the unrecognized difference between the way formal and informal 
property rights operate in terms of the occupation of space.

6 Earlier studies in Antioquia reported that many workshops would charge miners 
a nominal fee of $0.50 to $1.00 usd (Cordy et al. 2011, 155).

7 Cyanide is commonly recommended as a preferable alternative to mercury, al-
though, as it is also toxic, it is an imperfect solution (Davies 2014; uneP 2012; 
Veiga et al. 2009). Cyanide is an organic compound which can break down with 
the correct treatment (Johnson 2015), whereas mercury is an element and will 
not break down. The majority of the problems with cyanide arise from its mis-
management, rather than from inherent problems with its correct management 
(Hilson and Monhemius 2006), whereas mercury cannot be satisfactorily man-
aged.
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